



































POWER LIMITS FOR LASER DIODES
FOR OPTICAL PULSES LONGER THAN 1 MICROSECOND FACET
DAMAGE DEPENDS ON OPTICAL POWER NOT OPTICAL ENERGY.
FOR WELL "PASSIVATED" LASERS DAMAGE LIMIT
APPROXIMATELY 10 MW/cm
WELL "PASSIVATED" A1GaAs LASERS HAVE SAME DAMAGE
LIMIT AS InGaAs LASERS.
LOW EFFICIENCY OR POOR HEATSINKING CAN CAUSE LASER
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• 9.5 ns Pulse Width
• 1 kHz
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Drive Current (A)
Temperature Dependence of Laser Threshold:
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FIBER COUPLING OF LASER DIODES
IN SIMPLE COUPLING SCHEMES THE LASER APERTURE IS
SMALLER THAN THE FIBER DIAMEIER.
TAPERED FIBERS OR OTHER LENS APPROACHES CAN
ACHIEVE COUPLING OF LASERS WITH APERTURES GREATER
THAN TWICE THE FIBER DIAMETER.
COMMON BASIS FOR COMPARISON OF LASER SYSTEM CAN BE
BRIGHTNESS FROM THE FIBER
BRIGHTNESS = POWER/(AREA x SOLID ANGLE)





















2 Watt Quasi-cw (10 msec)
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1 Watt Quasi-cw from 100 I_m Fiber
Meets Present Sandia Detonator Requirements
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Package Specifications [Dimensions in inches (mm)]
$9140 SOT-148 Fiber Pigtail Package
_ 0.100
(2.54)
Pin 1: Laser Cathode ( - )
Pin 2: Laser Anode, MPO Cathode • Cm Ground












100 pm Fiber Results
SPECTRA OIOOE LhBS, INC.
DEVICE TYPE: SDL_9141-G2





DIFF. Q. E. 51 %
SLOPE EFF. .TB WIA
U AT I h 1.9 VOLTS
RESISTANCE .216 OHMS
I AT 1.0 W 1.63 A
V AT 1.0 W 1.S9 V
PULSE: WIDTH - 10000 ueec, RATE =
MONITOR GAIN: .G MhlW





















********** SHIPMENT CHE_LIST C_ECKED BY
LABELS: SOL, S/N ,, I -77?? (77) .__Qj_, _ -313B L//
SERIAL NUMBERS MATCH J l WAUELENBTH-M_TCHES ORDER ._
OPERATOR'S M_NU_L /"
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25 ° 30 ° 40 ° 50 ° 60 ° 70 ° 80 ° 90 °
• Diamond Heatsink
• 4800 _m Total Aperture
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